
 
The visionary brusher game: Interactive playing with pigment and material 
enlightenment 
 
In my artist research I am preparing a blend of play types in the creative imagination, 
with the purpose of devising a mystical constellation for visionary play, following James 
Elkins’s (1999) dabbling in alchemical terminology. My gambit is that my art (which 
include multimedia, interactive and inter-medial installations, paintings and web-based 
artworks) may be aligned with the work of South African artists such as Karel Nel, 
Willem Boshoff, Minette Vári, Phil Andros, Stephen Cohen, Penny Siopis, Tracey Rose 
and Berni Searle who create art in the to-and-fro neighbourhood of human playing.  
 
A seminal master of play theory, Johan Huizinga (1938), wrote that play unfolds in a 
magic circle. In spite of play’s apparent link to creativity, aesthetics and the imagination, 
its dynamics in contemporary art and specifically visionary art remains obscure.1 My 
meta-play premise is that participation in imaginary play types can cascade meanings in 
images arrays and image-making processes. As mystic image material, the coagulation of 
‘raw’ and ‘cooked’ pigments energises the discovering of visionary play constellations 
that, in turn, disclose a gamut of play metaphors. 

My approach is interdisciplinary, embracing relevant insights from art history, 
philosophy, geology, psychology, the socio-political sciences, physics, game-, media- and 
film studies, while simultaneously fossicking in the remnants of pseudoscientific and/ or 
ancient beliefs and practices of alchemy and parapsychology. I hypothesise that play2 can 
be a powerful agency in unpacking and developing a visionary, painterly meta-game on 
how artistic play acts may remedy socio-political valencial conditions in the wake of the 
Enlightenment. 
 
 

                                                 
1 Play research including perspectives from philosophical-anthropology (e.g. Johan Huizinga, 
Friedrich Schiller, Roger Caillois), literature (e.g. Wolfgang Iser, Paul Hutchinson), Gestalt play 
therapy (e.g. Carl Jung, Mihali Csikszentzmihalyi, Erik Erikson, etc), mystical play philosophy 
(e.g. Friedrich Nietzsche, Mihai Sparioso, Jacques Derrida and Bernard Suits), aesthetics 
(Immanuel Kant, Hans-Georg Gadamer, etc.), sociology (Zygmunt Baumann) and inter-
disciplinary play philosophy (Brian Sutton-Smith), computer game (e.g. Mary Flannigan, Jesper 
Juul, Janet Murray, Ian Bogost, etc.) and intermedia (Pat Kane). These perspectives form a 
referential matrix for an intermedia art project on play with emphasis on visionary painting, 
painting installation, conceptual photography and intermedia web-art. 
2 Common to all playing in the spectrum of different kinds of play is ambivalence. Play is non-
hierarchical and foremost aesthetic. Certain kinds of play and games are visionary in the 
Nietzschean sense. Dynamic human play with its unique to-and-fro motions sets off play 
moments that presents both knowable and unknowable elements of the past and future. Erratic 
play is interdeterminate and cannot be defined according to limiting Neo-Darwinist theories. 



The assumption is that swaying between ostranic artmaking and artwriting, the 
interactive, visionary play will unveil a painterly meta-game with ‘brushing’ as governing 
notion. The central research problem to be explored is that visionary ‘brusher-chisellers’ 
are protean ludent-artists and ‘holy fools’ touching base with a brusher-world of self-
reflectivity and mediation. Visionary brushers tinker in the intertidal zone between 
liquefaction and irrational, interdeterminate creativity.3 How would brushing allude to 
the shape-shifting brusher, brusher-body, and brusher-world? I hypothesize that shape-
shifting brushers generate creative strategies to challenge the liquidity4 of post-human 
societies. How does the brusher, as a painterly play agent, tinker with South Africa’s 
monstrous liquid conditions?  To what extend does brushing connect to the Benjamin 
and Brechtian notion “to brush history against the grain”? The general aim is to explore 
play types enclosed in the visionary tradition. How does the quasi-intermediary art game 
play the visionary brusher and viewer-participants? Included in The visionary brusher 
game are some additional riddles that need to be teased apart: 
 
How does the floating potential of the talismanic gemstone and painters’ pigment, lapis 
lazuli, which is a philosopher’s key (clavis philosophorum), enclose a valencial to-and-fro 
play metaphor for the range of subject-object relationships manifesting in both current 
and ancient knowledge systems? I will propose that lapis lazuli’s floating potential is seen 
in its crystal structure, mineral composites, painted pigments and polished gems. 
Empathy springs from mediation in to-and-fro play movements. I will propose that play 
and replay are bonding and loosening processes seen in-between intermedia art and 
writing. How does Viktor Shklovsky’s ostranenie (making strange)5 gear up dynamic play-
types in the ostranic toolbox through a complex turning strategy called revolvére?  How 
can revolvére contribute to the ‘strange play’ between intermedia art and ostranic writing 
through a ludic prolegomenon? How does the use of revolvére in artmaking turn the 
negative imbalances of power and consumerism?6 Thus will be further explored when I 
play with the dialectical constraints of technocracy and Foucaultian dispositif.  
 
I will probe into the extent in which hypermedia can assist in creating a critical 
constellation of interactive and intermedia art, beyond the horizon of conventional 
Human Computer Interaction (HCI). History, also of the arts, manifests sedimentary-
like depositions indicating gradual progression, which are altered by unpredictable 
volcanic-like eruptions. For instance, would visionary intermedia art interplay 

                                                 
3 I will untie such riddles with art like Janine Antoni,’s Loving care (1993), Willem Boshoff’s Big 
druid in his cubicle (2009), Pussy Riot’s Our lady please drive Putin out! (2012), Karel Nel’s Primal 
field (2004/6), and Anslem Kiefer’s Lillith am Roten Meer (1990) on hand. 
4 Cf. the exposition of social philosopher Zygmunt Baumann (2000).  
5 Cf. the exposition of Herbert Grabes (2004). 
6 http://janineallen.co.za/bannelingseiland 



pyrotechnics and liquefaction as critical media in order to initiate dramatic changes in 
the flow of history and interactive media?7 This necessitates a study of dispositif or, in a 
metaphorical sense, the ‘hardware’ conditions 8  beneath current ‘software’ or liquid 
modernity.  
 
But how would playful open-ended visionary constellations look like, which are able 
to differentiate between play-acts of the imagination as opposed to play and games as 
subservient to destructive ideologies?9 How does free play versus rule-based games 
further complicate human embodied play? I hypothesize multifarious play patterns, 
which optimally manifest in Roger Caillois’ (1961) Ilynx (vertigo) play pattern.10 In my 
quest, I search for visionary role strategies, deploying multiplex game strategies as I 
continuously grapple with pigment and hypermedia in intermedial contexts. 
 
I am investigating the metaphor of South Africa being a malformed archipelago of 
castaway islands, looming in a floating world, upon which slithering survivors with a 
mercurial character are willingly or unwillingly cast.  This is a common theme in my 
current art, for example the interactive fluorescent painting, The island (2009), the 
interactive web artwork, Bannelingseiland (2011),11 the animation, Deliverance (2012), 
the re-appropriated and interactive Anglo-Boer war catalogue, See Emily play (2013) and 
the painting and filmic installation, The brusher versus ‘real’ 3 D (2013). 12 These artworks 
resist the ongoing power games13 and the accompanying catastrophic and shattering pain 
associated with colonialism, nationalism, apartheid and consumerism. To further en-

                                                 
7 I will shape my argument with the paintings of Pieter Breughel the elder, Joseph Wright of 
Derby, Penny Siopis’ Shame series, the novels of Jules Verne (The mysterious island-1874) and 
J.M. Coetzee (The life and times of Michael K-1983), Italo Calvino’s short story The king listens 
(1992), the film Agora (2009) of Alejandro Amanábar, the Andrei Tarkovsky film Stalker (1979), 
the computer game Journey (2012) by Chenova Chen, and the media images of service delivery 
protests, xenophobic attacks, political extremist groups and massacres.  
8 Bauman’s liquid modernity, the Heideggerian das Ge-stell and the Nietzschean ‘will to power’ 
are included among others.  
9 I refer to destructive capitalist and political ideologies, thus the negative consequences of 
consumerism and political power structures. 
10 Ilynx is a falling game, referring to spinning and swinging games, for example Russian roulette 
and bungee jumping. 
11 http://janineallen.co.za/bannelingseiland 
12 View my art at http://janineallen.co.za 
13 These refer to games of control and exclusion. 



vitalise the island metaphor I plan to explore the concept of monstrous liquidity14 by 
playing with maritime metaphors.15 
 
But how would the visionary artist-philosopher counter the dire consequences of 
‘enlightenment’ ideals and become the antithesis of the ‘slithering survivor’? How does 
the primordial black and white light embody the sacred and counters the ‘light’ of 
reason?  I will explore how pyrotechnic metaphysics of the to-and-fro play of light 
signalise insightful moments. These are already foretold by the a priori values in the lapis 
lazuli’s tenebrescent16 properties. How do these properties foreshadow a serendipitous 
here-and-now, which attempts to render the unfathomable in subject-object relations? 17 
 
Knowing that a game is always afoot, how can I further explore the vertiginous and 
clairvoyant potential of the proposed imaginary play types,18 shaping The visionary 
brusher game?  
 
 
 
My gambit in entering the to-and-fro play movement will involve mutually supplemental 
components, thus a ‘ludic prolegomenon’. The prolegomenon will operate as a sieve, 
swaying between ostranic artmaking and artwriting. The movement of concepts in the 
to-and-fro of interactive visionary play is intended to unveil the painterly meta-game in 
which I advocate the performance of ‘brushing’ as the governing notion.  
 
The visionary brusher game will comprise of an exhibition as well as a web-based 
application, which will include a hypermedia thesis, a printed catalogue and a thesis 
guide. The exhibition will consist of a selection of paintings, interactive19 painting 
installations, drawings, conceptual photography, painting animations and inter-media 
art. For example, the artworks, The incarnation of the puti (2008), The island (2009), 

                                                 
14 Together with an entrenching first-world consumerism increasing the rich-poor divide, South 
Africa has transcended into a hyper-violent state with tragic forms of aggression, phobic-scale 
fear, social ostracism and xenophobia.  
15 For example, extending Hans Blumenberg (1997) shipwreck metaphors to concepts such as 
‘survivor’ and ‘intertidal zone’. 
16 This refers to the ability to change colour in darkness. 
17  For example, David Levine’s synthesis of The opening of vision (1988), Karel Nel’s Primal 
Field (2004-2006), Anslem Kiefer’s Oh Halme, ihr Halme, oh Halme der Nacht (2012) and my 
interactive painting, The island (2008) will shape the argument. 
18 I propose that these are valence, resonance, serendipity, adumbration, resonance, tinkering 
and brushing-chiseling. 
19 Appointed enablers will assist viewer-participants with interactivity. 



Refracting the coloured image of the sun (2010), Deliverance (2012), Bannelingseiland 
(2011-onward) and See Emily play (2013) will be on display.20 
  
I am designing a workable, non-linear hypermedia thesis.21 The design is spurred on by 
the creation of my intermedia web artwork, Bannelingseiland, my artist website22 and an 
exploration into Human Computer Interaction (HCI).23 The core architecture of the 
thesis website, entitled The visionary brusher game, will be two colour-coded sitemaps 
revolving in hypermedia fields. The revolving elements conceptualise vertiginous to-and-
fro play movements. The required thesis cover will be an interactive landing page 
consisting of low-level interactivity navigating towards a primary sitemap. It will link the 
headings24 of sections to the correlating dynamic texts.25  
 
The primary sitemap further provides links towards a secondary indexical sitemap, a 
Brusher’s Glossarium, an acknowledgement page, 26 an abstract and summary page, the 
online catalogue, a bibliography and a visitors’ blog. The ‘Brusher’s Glossarium’ adds light 
to core concepts and how I tweak it.27 The catalogue will include a thesis guide. The 
guide aims to install a play-readiness in potential participants by enabling them to guide 

                                                 
20 Intermedia artworks like Bannnelingseiland (2011-) and Deliverance (2012) also include a 
series of paintings and drawings on paper and cloth. Some of the artworks were presented in the 
following exhibitions: Spier Contemporary Biennale, Cape Town City Hall, Cape Town (2010), 
Re-envisioning the Anglo Boer War, Vryfees, Johannes Stegman Gallery, Bloemfontein (2013), the 
South African artists at the Orangerie, French Senate, Paris, France (2013) and published in the 
international Benetton catalogue (2013). ‘The visionary brusher game’ was presented at the 
international conference, Amaze/ Interact, which took place at the Alexandra Theatre, 
Johannesburg in 2012.  
21 The website will be designed in hypertext markup language (HTML), and will have some 
dynamic, interactive features of  ‘click and play’ games. The abstract will be included in UFS 
RIMS (Research Information Management System) and hyperlinked to ‘The visionary brusher 
game’ website. 
22 http://janineallen.co.za 
23 Technocratic writers, for example Jay Bolter (hypermedia) and Tim Caulton (interactive 
museum exhibits), advocate the theory of HCI, although they don’t use the term per se. 
24  The preliminary proposed headings are: Opening gambit/ prolegomena; Fulminating 
cauldrons: The playing fields of Apocalypse-Gestell; Embodied play; Games are afoot: the high 
seas; Transient tenebrescence: the moment of vision; Visionary brushers: holy fools and The 
visionary brusher game. 
25 The contents of sections will fit into style sheets or text templates. The thesis will meet all the 
UFS requirements of the doctorate degree. 
26 This is page includes acknowledgements and the fulfillments of UFS doctorate degree 
regulations.  
27 Concepts for example brusher, dispositif, gambit, gamut, Gestell, monstrous liquidity, holy 
fools, ludus, ludiband etc. are defined and then tweaked. Brian Massumi (2002) compellingly 
states that affective movement opens a gap for tweaking practice, which unlike conventional 
‘critical’ writing, does not statically pin down, objectify and command. 



non-taxingly through the online thesis. A printed exhibition catalogue will accompany 
the exhibition. Online computers displaying the thesis will be placed inside the 
exhibition space. 
 
Subheadings will be organized in the secondary indexical sitemap with an option to 
choose between alphabetical, chronological and thematic inventories. This secondary 
navigation system would ensure that core concepts ‘flow’ from one recapitulation to 
another. Thus, core concepts will be earmarked and linked according to the inventories. 
A tertiary navigation system via image-style back buttons would ensure that users would 
redirect to the site-maps and thus not risk being lost. Lastly, hyperlinks will be used to 
link all visual, video and audio28 material, and from the recapitulations to the Brusher’s 
Glossarium. 
 
 
The project forwards visual arts towards the centre of the humanities, argues the 
importance of  humanities’ visionary, embodied, but non-idealised position in the ‘post-
human’ world and proposes new freedoms to be approached in South African 
humanities’ research. The ‘visionary brusher game’ already brought momentous 
enhancement to my vocation as artist, teacher and art philosopher. 

The project’s multi-disciplinary character connects artmaking and artresearching through 
moving concepts and play’s unpredictable flow. The ‘visionary brusher game’ aspires to 
activate a non-hierarchical emergence of both art practise and artwriting. The project 
argues against the limitations of biological and neurological models for creativity and 
vision. The dabbling with interdeterminate creativity via alchemical painting practise 
discovers play in the aesthetic and visionary art domain.  

This project adds value by exploring the relationship of play as imaginative action in 
order to take the roof off destructive ideologies. Thus, through brushing’s stroking and 
touching capabilities, capitalist ideologies are exposed. As images or sets of images can 
belong to several genus proxima,29 I propose through revolvére, the radical and strange re-
playing and enlightening of material in artmaking and writing. Political and technological 
valences are uncovered to reveal radically new imaginary play forms.  

As South African universities currently shift to online research storing systems,30 the 
project’s value will be elevated by the advantageous use of hypermedia systems, opening 
up art doctorate research practice in multivalent ways. It is believed that artists, 
                                                 
28 The audio components in my animations are sonic paintings, digitally ‘mixed’ collages of 
audio freeware, pre-recorded and re-appropriated sound clips. 
29 Cf. the exposition of Lambert Wiesing (2009), meaning images belonging to a family of 
images. 
30 In the year 2016 the UFS library will only store dissertations and theses online via RIMS. 
Students will personally upload it. 



philosophers, art students, art audiences, academics and freethinkers will  ‘read’ doctorate 
theses. The multisensory hypermedia platform may improve how art and writing can be 
‘seen’, ‘read’ and ‘listened’ to. Thus the ‘visionary brusher game’s ludic enargeia will test 
how intermedia painting and intermedia art research, and more generally methodology 
and qualitative research, can be affected by creative play.  
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